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Abstract. Practices supporting Web accessibility are spread out all over the 
world. However, the accessibility of multimedia content and rich Internet 
applications has been little discussed. These types of content are using a lot of 
visual cues and developing new techniques to make their visual interfaces 
richer. Therefore, it is generally believed that they are not accessible for people 
with visually disabilities. However, since there is neither objective data nor 
tools to measure the accessibility of such content, as a first step to tackle these 
new accessibility issues we focused on the Flash content. A survey was 
conducted using five metrics based on the problems faced by screen reader 
users. We developed a survey tool to assess their severity. Our results showed a 
complete lack of alternative texts from the developers in the sampled pages. 
Also, more than half of tested pages were hidden to screen reader users. We 
conclude that most of existing Flash content is not accessible and there is an 
emerging need to encourage the use of practices that make Flash content 
accessible. 

Keywords: Flash accessibility, screen reader, GUI accessibility, rich Internet 
application, blind. 

1   Introduction 

To date, Web accessibility efforts have mainly been focused on regular static HTML 
content and awareness has gradually spread among Web designers and developers, 
with the support of regulations and guidelines. Now, it is time to start focusing on 
accessibility for multimedia content and rich Internet user experiences. Multimedia 
content has been becoming increasingly widespread all over the Web. Users can enjoy 
movies and music animations that are accessed on just like regular HTML pages. In 
addition, Flash and DHTML are providing rich new user experiences, changing the 
legacy HTML user experience. The Web is evolving into new dimensions, very 
different from the static HTML era. These new content types are causing new 
accessibility problems for people with visual disabilities. 

Screen readers read static HTML pages by analyzing the HTML tag structures, and 
also allow users to navigate through pages using a keyboard without requiring a 
mouse, even for forms. Such accessible environments are most easily achieved when 
the HTML pages are created appropriately in accord with Web content accessibility 
guidelines. Such guidelines do not yet cover accessibility for multimedia content and 
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rich Internet applications that are developed using DHTML and Flash. Not has screen 
reader technology matured enough to support these new Internet technologies. 
Therefore, it is generally believed that existing multimedia content and rich Internet 
applications are inaccessible for people with visual disabilities.  

Some previous work discussed the difficulties of making the multimedia content 
and Rich Internet applications (including Flash content) accessible. [1, 2] However, 
there is neither objective data nor survey results to measure the accessibility of such 
multimedia content. There were only subjective observations by screen reader users. 
In addition, there were no tools to evaluate such content’s accessibility. 

As a next step to tackle the accessibility problems for multimedia and rich Internet 
applications, we decided to focus on Flash, since it is widespread and has 
characteristics of both multimedia content and rich Internet applications. We 
conducted a survey to objectively measure the Flash content accessibility based on 
metrics for problems faced by users. After deciding on the major problems, a survey 
tool was developed to assess these metrics quantitatively. 

In this paper, we initially discuss the issues faced by screen reader users in 
accessing Flash and summarize the basics of what Flash developers should do to 
make this content accessible. Then the survey method is outlined, including the tool 
design. The survey results are reported and discussed, followed by conclusions and 
future work. 

2   Issues Faced by Screen Reader Users 

We categorize Flash content into three types taking accessibility issues into account. 
They are Flash-based GUIs, Flash vector animation, and Flash movies. Each type has 
different accessibility issues. 

The Flash GUIs shares similar problems with other GUI applications. If screen 
readers cannot handle a GUI, it means screen reader users cannot access that 
application. For accessible applications, there are published techniques for making a 
GUI accessible. For example, all of the operations should be accessible with a 
keyboard, because a screen reader user cannot use a mouse. All clickable objects 
without text should be labeled with alternative text, because a screen reader cannot 
present any information for such clickable objects that lack alternative text. This is 
similar but more general than the need for alternative text for each image link in 
HTML. There are various other check items, but these two items are the fundamentals 
of GUI accessibility enablement. Flash content also needs to use these GUI 
accessibility techniques. There is a document called “Best practices for accessible 
Flash design” published by Adobe about making the Flash GUI accessible [3]. If 
Flash developers follow these best practices, the Flash-based GUI will be accessible 
to screen readers. Nevertheless, it is generally believed that Flash is hard for screen 
reader users to access. 

Flash content using vector animation poses severe problems for accessibility. It is 
generally used to present visually attractive and intuitive information, including 
animations and interactions. The view usually changes dynamically in response to 
mouse operations and unfolds some kind of story over time. Such visual interfaces 
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have not been considered in the GUI accessibility techniques. Existing screen reader 
technology cannot handle such rich user interfaces effectively. 

Finally, Flash with movies involves a different type of accessibility problem. The 
movie content usually includes audio information and visual controls let users control 
the volume, play or stop the movie, pause it, and skip forward or backwards. These 
controls use slide bars or buttons and assume a mouse will be used to control them. 
Screen reader users need to find these controls while listening to two channels of sound, 
the audio information of the movie and the screen reader output. It is not easy to listen 
to two sound sources at one time, but existing technology does not allow users to 
control the two sounds separately. Rather both volumes increase and decrease together.  

We overviewed the problems for these three types of Flash content, and as a first 
step, we focused on the Flash-based GUIs. In the next section, we will explain how 
existing screen readers read the Flash content and summarize the basics of making the 
Flash content accessible.  

2.1   Fundamental Techniques for Flash Accessibility 

Flash has two accessibility functions for making content accessible, with which 
developers can provide appropriate accessibility information to screen readers. The 
first one is an “_accProps” property that can add metadata such as alternative text for 
an image or button. Some Flash authoring tools provide a user interface for seeing and 
setting _accProps. In Flash Studio, the Accessibility Panel is provided to see 
_accProps and to set other properties of the objects, such as the “tab index”. The tab 
index property can be used to control the navigation order for screen readers. The 
order is very important for screen readers to read the text information effectively, 
though the issues related to the navigation order will not be addressed in this paper. 
There are five kinds of information attached to each Flash object with _accProps: the 
“name” is used for specifying an alternative text; “description” is used for a long 
description; “silent” is a flag to hide the object itself from MSAA (Microsoft Active 
Accessibility); “shortcut” assigns a keyboard shortcut; and “forceSimple” is a flag to 
hide all of the object’s children from MSAA. 

The second accessibility feature is “_accImpl” for widget metadata such as the role 
or state of a widget. This metadata provides precise information to screen readers 
through MSAA and helps screen readers to appropriately verbalize widgets written in 
ActionScript (AS). In the current Flash Studio environment, developers have to use 
AS to activate this feature. However, only predefined widgets can be activated for this 
feature, and custom (user-defined) widgets cannot use it.  

2.2   Accessibility Issues 

Buttons without Alternative Texts  
A screen reader can obtain information to tell if the role of an object is a button through 
MSAA. Therefore, a screen reader can present a button as “button”, but users cannot get 
any useful information from the word “button” by itself. The _accProps should be used 
for alternative text for each button. However, users often hear only “button” repeatedly. 
This indicates that Flash developers are generally unaware of _accProps.  
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To make this environment more accessible, the newer Flash players automatically 
search for text information physically near to each button and read that text along 
with “button” as a description. This is much better than nothing, but appropriate text 
may not be found corresponding to the actual meaning of the button. Rather than 
depending on such an unreliable technique, it is strongly recommended that 
developers use _accProps proactively.  

Objects without any reading text 
When there is no text in some part of the Flash content, screen readers cannot present 
any information. Even for an object that is not a button and that does not have any 
action, _accProps should be used for an alternative text about its role or purpose. If an 
object is not associated with any text, then a screen reader cannot present any 
information. If an object is just a graphic with no meaningful information, developers 
should consider using the “silent” option in _accProps. Care should be taken in this 
case to be certain that the object can really be ignored completely.  

Fragmented text 
While navigating through Flash content, users often face situations where the up and 
down cursor keys only move character by character. Usually, screen reader users can 
use the four cursor keys to obtain information about the screen, with the up and down 
keys moving between lines or elements and the left and right keys moving between 
characters. This is similar to the usual editing functions. However, when all four arrow 
keys only move between and read characters, then it becomes very hard to understand 
even one word, and it takes far too much time to get any useful information. If a user 
needs to press a cursor six times just to hear the word, for example, “l, i, s, t, e and n”, 
they will obviously be discouraged from listening to the page.  

The situation happens when a word is divided into separate characters and each 
character is assigned to an object individually. When using such design methods, the 
divided word might be animated character by character, so that the content is visually 
attractive. To permit such design methods while supporting accessibility, the Flash 
developers could use the “name” and “silent” options. The object corresponding to the 
first character “l”, in the current example, could associate the “name” option with 
“listen” as alternative text. Then the objects for the other five characters can be 
associated with “silent”. There are various other solutions, but the point is that by using 
the _accProps options appropriately, the Flash GUI can be much more accessible. 

Reporting on the existence of Flash content 
When Flash content appears in HTML, screen readers give messages such as “Flash 
movie start” and “Flash movie ends”. If there is any text information to be read, it 
reads it between those two messages, and users can navigate using the cursor keys as 
usual. However, sometimes nothing is read except these two messages. This suggests 
that there is no readable text in the Flash content. Perhaps the Flash content is only an 
object? Maybe it’s only an advertisement? Even in such cases, it is recommended to 
provide text information such as “advertisement”, so that users will not worry about 
what they missed (or to make them aware of lost information). 

Windowless mode option 
Using the “windowless” mode creates very critical and severe issues, because once 
this mode is active, the Flash content becomes hidden from screen readers. There is 
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no way for blind users even to be aware of its existence. Flash content with the 
windowless mode sometimes contains very important information such as lists of 
clickable buttons. It is often used for controlling the visual appearance of the Flash 
content (in a URL), so it is very difficult to avoid using it if the accessibility problems 
are to be solved [4].  

To solve such problems, the Flash player should not hide the MSAA information 
from the screen readers. However, currently the windowless mode is hidden, so the 
only thing Flash developers can do is avoid using the windowless mode for significant 
content.  

3   Survey Method 

As described in the previous section, most screen reader users believe Flash content in 
general is inaccessible. However there is no objective data to support this assumption. 
Therefore we conducted a survey to objectively measure the accessibility of Flash 
content.  

3.1   Criteria for the Survey  

As the criteria for our survey, we defined the following five metrics: 

1. The fraction of pages with windowless Flash content and the fraction of Flash 
content that uses windowless mode. 

2. The fraction of buttons without alternative text. 
3. The fraction of the Flash space in a page versus the HTML area. 
4. The fraction of Flash content with fragmented text. 
5. The fraction of Flash content using _accProps. 

3.2   Survey Tool and Detailed Method 

Figure 1 shows the architecture of the tool for the survey. The Flash content inspector 
was developed to measure the five metrics. A typical Flash webpage contains multiple 
Flash player objects in the page. Each Flash player object exposes multiple MSAA 
objects with the IAccessible interface. Six types of MSAA roles are used by Flash 
player, the “button”, “graphics”, “label”, “text”, “client-area”, and “animation” roles. 
Each MSAA object also provides “name” and “area size” information. The tool stores 
its data into a CSV file used to calculate the final results. 

Web Browser
(Internet 

Explorer V6)

Web Browser
(Internet 

Explorer V6)

Inspection 
Tool

(Java)

MSAA IAccessible interface

HTML DOM

Aggregate 
Calculation

CSVInternetInternet Transcoding
Proxy

 

Fig. 1. Architecture of the Survey Tool 
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The survey tool records the following information for each webpage into the CSV file. 

− URL of the tested webpage 
− Total number of Flash objects and number of windowless-mode Flash objects in 

the webpage 
− Size of the webpage and the total size of the Flash objects  

The survey tool also records the “area”, “role property” and “name property” for each 
MSAA object in each Flash Player. 

The existence of the _accProps and _accImpl properties in a Flash object can not 
be determined by examining the MSAA object or from the HTML DOM in the Web 
browser. Therefore our survey tool uses a transcoding proxy to look into the contents 
of each Flash object [5]. The proxy embeds a component into each Flash object to 
check for the existence of _accProps or _accImpl. If they exist, the component 
displays a message on the screen.  

The detailed calculations are as follows: 

1. Recognizing windowless mode 
The survey tool checks “window handle” and “class name” to recognize 
windowless-mode Flash Player objects. A window-mode Flash object in Internet 
Explorer exposes an MSAA object, which contains a valid window handle with 
the class name "MacromediaFlashPlayerActiveX". However a windowless-mode 
Flash object exposes an MSAA object with the invalid window handle 0.  

2. Counting buttons without alternative texts 
When an object’s role is button and it has no name information, then it is counted 
as a button without alternative text. 

3. Calculation of the fraction of Flash content versus HTML 
An MSAA object with the “client-area” role has a value for its area as a property. 
The total area of the Flash content can be calculated by summing the areas and 
subtracting the overlapping areas.  

4. Fragmented text 
When the “name” property of an object is a single alphabetical character, it is 
classified as fragmented text.  

5. Checking for the existence of _accProps 
As described above, the existence of _accProps was checked semi-automatically 
by the experimenters. The reports about _accProps from the embedded 
components were recorded. 

3.3   Selection of Survey Sites 

We followed these rules in selecting candidate websites: 

− The websites were from three industrial groups: entertainment, retail, and 
beverages (selected from the Fortune 500 list). 

− The websites were searched for pages containing Flash content, starting from the 
top pages. 

− When there were too few pages with Flash content, then the search went deeper 
into that website. (Basically a breadth-first search.) 

− By repeating this process for the three selected websites, 75 pages were selected 
for testing. 
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4   Results 

1. The fractions of pages with windowless Flash content 
A total of 64 Flash objects out of 127 objects in the 75 pages were windowless 
(Table 1). A total of 28 pages out of the 75 pages used windowless mode only, 
which means the Flash content in 37% of the pages was not at all informative for 
screen reader users. Therefore 63 Flash objects in 47 pages were suitable for this 
survey. Overall, this shows that the windowless mode is used frequently and 
screen readers are losing the information in more than half of the Flash objects.  

2. The fraction of buttons without alternative texts 
Of the 63 Flash objects, 35 of them contained a total of 505 buttons, and 53% (268 
buttons) did not have alternative text. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the 
buttons with alternative text for each Flash object. The distribution is rather 
bimodal, with unusually large numbers of objects at the two extremes. This 
indicates that some Flash content has no alternative text for its buttons, while other 
content provides it for all of the buttons. This suggests that the developers who are 
aware of alternative text tend to provide it widely, while other developers ignore it 
completely. 

3. The fraction of Flash space in a page versus HTML area 
Figure 3 shows the fraction of the Flash space in webpages, showing a trimodal 
distribution. Two of the peaks are at the extremes and there is a much smaller peak 
in the middle. This indicates that most Flash use tends to be divided into two 
cases, one case occupying 100% of a page, the full-Flash pages, and one 
occupying less than 10%. The small Flash areas often seem to be for 
advertisements. The hard to interpret peak appears around 50%. These kinds of 
webpages seem to be using Flash for a main content object or for menus.  

4.  The fraction of Flash content with fragmented text 
Fragmented text only appeared once in our survey data. In that case, the text was 
fragmented to move the characters independently as a visual effect. This was 
fewer than our expectations, but it is a severe issue specific to multimedia content. 

5. The fraction of Flash content with _accProps 
The _accProps were not used at all among the surveyed pages (Table 1). This 
means that even the Flash content with 100% alternative text is not reliably 
accessible, since we could not find any _accProps. It seems that all of the 
alternative text was extracted by the automatic text detection of the Flash Player, 
as described earlier. This result suggests that the use of _accProps is not well 
known yet.  

Table 1. Classification of Flash objects 

Classification Number of Flash objects 
windowless 64 

without_accProps 63 window-mode 
with_accProps 0 

Total 127 
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Fig. 2. Distribution for the fraction of buttons 
without alternative texts 

Fig. 3. Distribution for the fraction of the 
Flash space in a page versus HTML 

5   Discussion 

The survey result showed how inaccessible the existing Flash content is. We did not 
find any Flash content using _accProps. This means we could not find any content 
with explicit consideration of accessibility. Even worse, all of the Flash content in 
37% of the evaluated pages was unrecognizable for blind users because of the 
windowless setting. This was much worse than we had expected.  

It would be simplistic to try to blame Adobe for this situation. Adobe has actually 
made efforts to support Flash accessibility, but the applications of the tools tend to 
give priority to visual impact, with little or no thought for accessibility. Given the 
nature of the Flash content and the difficulty of making such visual content 
accessible, we have to consider the issue more generally, and not dismiss Adobe’s 
sincere efforts. In particular, the automatic detection of button labels is an effective 
method to automatically provide text alternatives for screen reader users (Figure 2), 
even though _accProps is being ignored. In many cases, the Flash object itself reveals 
some of its own information though its audio track.  

It is clear that the related technologies should be improved to support more 
accessible Flash content. Screen readers can be improved for both short term and long 
term solutions. One example would be notification of windowless content. Screen 
readers could help screen reader users know that they are losing Flash content when 
visiting pages with windowless mode content. That way, they would not need to 
spend time looking for useful information in those essentially inaccessible pages. 
However, since the Flash content is extremely widespread, we hope the user interface 
technology in screen readers can improve to support Flash accessibility.  

Flash accessibility checking tools are also needed to share knowledge of the 
existing problems with larger groups of people including auditors, developers, 
designers, and so on. It would be very useful if more text information is provided by 
_accProps or automatically extracted by the Flash Player. In order to encourage 
designers to use _accProps, authoring support tools are necessary.  

The best practices should be encouraged, and activities or campaigns in public may 
help raise awareness of the problems. Some reports have been published, but only a 
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few and they have had little impact on the developer community. A wide variety of 
efforts is required to make Flash accessibility activities widespread.  

6   Conclusion 

Even though it is generally believed that Flash content is inaccessible for screen 
reader users, there was no objective data or tools to evaluate the situation. Therefore 
we conducted a survey to objectively measure the accessibility of the existing Flash 
content. After analyzing the real problems faced by screen reader users, we decided 
on five metrics for a survey and developed a tool to measure these metrics. A total of 
75 existing pages with Flash contents were selected for the survey. The survey results 
showed that none of tested pages contained any alternative text from the developers. 
More than half of the Flash objects were hidden from screen readers, because they 
used the windowless mode.  

Without more understanding of the problems and remedial work, Flash will remain 
inaccessible. This will increase concerns that the Web is becoming inaccessible. After 
finding solutions for Flash-based GUIs, we want to consider next steps, which are 
technically more challenging. To date, the accessibility of multimedia content and 
rich Internet applications is little discussed, even in academia. It is time for us to start 
addressing these new accessibility issues.  
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